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1. Introduction. Let Y be the product space IJj°-i [a*, bk] where

— <*> <ak<bk<<*> for £ = 1,2, • ■ ■ and bk — ak = 0(2~k). The topology

on Y is the product topology and C( Y) denotes the space of real val-

ued continuous functions on Y with the uniform topology. Then a

Gaussian measure m can be defined on C( Y) which is a generalization

of Wiener measure and an analogue and generalization of the Cam-

eron-Martin translation theorem [l], [2], [3] for Wiener integrals is

obtainable in this setting. In another paper this measure and transla-

tion theorem will be used to obtain a representation for additive

functionals on C(X) when A" is a compact metric space.

2. The definition of the measure m on C( Y) and other preliminaries.

If pi, ■ ■ ■ , pk are points in Y such that p,= (c,i, c«, • • • ) for

i=l, • ■ ■ , k then JJ*d.••■•*> will denote the &-variate Gaussian dis-

tribution with mean zero and covariance matrix V=(vij) where

2vij= ILr=-i[l + (c.-n—an)A(cjn— an)] and by a/\b we mean min(a, b).

That V is actually a covariance matrix follows immediately from the

fact that the matrix Dm = (dijm) with

aijm ~ 1   \   \Cim     am) /\ \Cjm      am)

is nonnegative definite for m = 1, 2, • • ■ and that V is the Hadamard

product of the 7>m[4].

If pi= (ci, c2, ■ ■ ■ ) and p2= (di, ck, • ■ • ) are in Y and the Gaus-

sian random variable with distribution Fpii) is denoted by ZP(j>

for i = l, 2 then E[Zpa)— Zp(2)]2^ CXXil ^k — ck\ if ^2t-i(bk — ak)C
^exp{2 ^2t-i(bk — ak)}. Therefore, using the final remark and The-

orem 1 of [5], we see that these conditions on the family Fpil-'' ■•*',

piE Y, are sufficient to assure the existence of a measure p. on the

Borel sets 6 of C(Y) whose finite-dimensional distributions consist

of the family postulated. The triple (C(Y), ft, m) will denote the

measure space obtained from the standard completion of (C(Y), 6, p.).

By an w-dimensional rectangular subset (P of Y we mean a finite

set of points of Y which is formed by taking the product of finite

subsets of the first n coordinates of Y with the remaining coordinates

all being a„ = (an+i, an+2, ■ • ■ ). That is, if ak^xi< ■ ■ ■ <xMk^bk
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for k=l, ■ ■ ■ , n then the rectangular subset formed is (P= {pE Y:

P=iXiv • ■ ■ ,xin,a„),ik = l, ■ ■ ■ ,Mk}.

If (P is an w-dimensional rectangular subset of Y as given above

then we define

(2.i)    «.,<.£...£h";^;-^
,!_! ,„=i A,-,*1 • • • Ainxn

where

k k k k
(2.2)  (a) AjX   = Xj — Xj-i    with x0 = a* — 1

for k = l, ■ ■ ■ , n and j= 1, • • • , Mk,

(2.2)  (b) Ai • • • Akuiii, ■ ■ ■ ,in) = Ai • • • Ajt_iM(ti, • ■ • , ik, ■ ■ • , in)

— Ai • • • A*_i«(ii, • • ■ , ik — 1, ■ ■ ■ , in) for k = 2, ■ ■ ■ , n,

Aiuin, • ■ ■ , in) = m(/i, ■ • • , in) — uiii — 1, ■•• , Q,

and we assume uiii, ■ ■ ■ , in)=0 if some ij = 0.

Let Wi<9, m) = C((P)-1/2 exp{-QiS>, u)} where

n

C(<P) = [Aix1 • • • AMlxl]Ll ■ ■ ■ [Aix" • • • AMnx"]L»wL,      L   = U.M3,
i-x

and Lk = L/Mk.

From these definitions several things follow. First we notice that the

variable u(ii, ■ ■ ■ , in) is associated with the point (x,^, • • • , x,n, a„)

of (P and that for any (P the function Wi®, u) is a Gaussian density

of L variables. Secondly, it can be shown that if F® denotes the

Gaussian distribution function corresponding to the density Wi<9, u)

then F® is identical to Fpil-'"-L> where pi, ■ ■ ■ , pL are the points

in (P. Furthermore, if Z(ii, ■ ■ ■ , i„) denotes the Gaussian random

variable associated with the point (xtl, • • • , x<n, a„) and Ai • • •

AnZ(ii, ■ • ■ , in) is defined as was Ai • • • A„uiii, • • • , in) in (2.2) then

the Ai • ■ • AnZ(ii, ■ ■ ■ ■ , in) are independent Gaussian random

variables with expectation zero and variance JA.jX1 • • • Ainx" for

4=1, • • ■ , Mk; k = l, ■ ■ ■ , n.

3. A statement of the main result. Let Yn = {IJj=i [a*, bk]} XaB for

m = 1, 2, • ■ • and by Sn denote the 2" subsets of Yn formed by select-

ing n — koi the first n coordinates and setting each such x, equal to ttj

while the remaining k coordinates among the first n are allowed to

vary as they do in Y„. The symbol S1 denotes U^i Sn. If IES and 2

has &>0 coordinates which vary then u/ denotes Lebesgue measure
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on 7 when 7 is considered as k dimensional. If 7 is the single point

a0=(ai, a2, • • • ) then pi is the measure obtained by placing mass

one at this point.

The Borel sets of Y are denoted by (B and if BE®, we define v(B)

= ^ies m(Br\I). Then v is sigma-additive on (B, v(Y) = ^k=s Pi(I)

= YLk=i(l+bk — ak), and C(Y) is dense in £2(Y) with respect to mean

square convergence. In fact, polynomials in finitely many coordinates

of Y with rational coefficients are dense in £i(Y) and, as a result, a

countable orthonormal basis of polynomials exists for £2(Y).

If g is in £2(Y) and fr(p) = /r<.P)gdv where Y(p) = Ylt-iW, xk] for
p=(xu x2, ■ ■ ■) in Y then frEC(Y). By fYgdf, when g is £2(Y),
we will mean a generalization of the Paley, Wiener, and Zygmund

integral as given in [6]. The precise definition of fYgdf occurs later.

We now state our main result. It is easy to see how it generalizes the

results of [l] and [3].

Theorem. Let F be a measurable functional. If g is in £i(Y) and

fo(p) =jY(.P)gdvfor all pin Y then

(3.1)     E(F(f)) = exp |- J g2dv} E |f(/ + /„) exp j- 2 j gdf} j

in the sense that if either integral exists both exist and they are equal.

The symbol E(-) denotes integration with respect to the measure m.

4. The following lemmas are needed in the proof of our theorem.

The definitions and results involving Riemann-Stieltjes integration

of functions of w-variables can be found in [3, pp. 412-415].

If IES and 7 has w coordinates which vary then r(7) =Ut_0 r*(7)

where rk(I) is the collection of ^-dimensional subsets of 7 formed by

choosing n — k of the « coordinates of 7 which vary and setting each

Xj of this collection equal to ay or bj while each Xj of the remaining k

coordinates which can vary satisfies aj^Xjtkbj.

Iff is defined on Y and JEt(I) for some IES then/ is of bounded

variation on 7 iffJ is of bounded variation there when J is considered

as being finite dimensional. Here by fJ we mean / restricted to J.

The Riemann-Stieltjes integral of g with respect to / over J, fjgd/,

when/and g have domain Y is simply the Riemann-Stieltjes integral

of gJ with respect to/7 over J. When / is a single point a it is under-

stood that fjgd/=g(a)/(a).
By (Pn we will denote the w-dimensional rectangular subset formed

by the sets 7,*= {x, = ak+(bk — ak)(j— 1)/N} where 7 =1, ■ • • , N+l

and fe = l, • • • , n. The point (xiv • • • , x,„, an)E (Pn will be denoted
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by (»i, • • • , in) and if/£C(F) we define Ai • • • Anf(ii, • • ■ , in) as in

(2.2) with/(ii, • • • ,in) replacing u(iu ■ ■ ■ ,in). Finally, if/0,/£C(F)

we define

3i<?N,fo,f)

(4.1)    = y [Al • • • AB/0(ii, • • • ,in)Ai ■ ■ ■ Anfjtl, ■ ■ ■ ,Jn)]

(»„..-,»n)s(PAr A,,*1 •  •  ■ AinXn

where A3xk is as in (2.2). The next lemma now follows directly using

results found in [3, pp. 412-415].

Lemma 1. Let gECiY) be of bounded variation on all elements of rii)

for all IES. Then if foip) = fy(P)gdv for pE Y we have that

lim Hi<?N,f0,f) = J2   f gdf
JV->» iesn J I

where the convergence is bounded in Nfor all f in any uniformly bounded

subset of CiY).

If Fis a functional on CiY) which has a Gaussian distribution with

respect to the measure m we will write F= 9l(ju, tr2) where u and cr2

are the expectation and variance of F.

Lemma 2. If g satisfies the conditions of Lemma 1 then the functionals

{figdf: IES} form an independent family and //g<2/=3l(0, 2fig2dui).
Moreover, G(j)= zZies figdf exists for almost all f and G(f)

= 31(0, hlrg'dv).

Proof. If IES and ZN(f, I) is a Riemann-Stieltjes sum for figdf

then using the final remark of §2 we see that Zjv(f, 2) is a linear com-

bination of independent Gaussian functionals each with zero expecta-

tion. Moreover, the variance of Z^if, I) is a Riemann sum for

%fig2dpu. Hence figdf= 91(0, 2Jig2dui) for IES. The independence of

the family {figdf: IES} is also assured because of the independence

mentioned at the end of §2. Finally, the distribution of Gif) follows

because it is the sum of a sequence of independent Gaussian func-

tionals each with expectation zero and such that the sum of their

variances is %frg2dv which is finite.

We will denote zZiesfigdf by fygdf provided the sum exists for

almost all/ in CiY). Let {(j>kip)} be a complete orthonormal set of

functions for £2iY) each of which satisfies the conditions on g in

Lemma 1 for IES. Let g he in £2(F) and suppose gnip) = zZi-x Ckfbkip)

where c* = fygobkdv. Under these conditions we have the following

lemma.
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Lemma 3. The generalized Stieltjes integral fygdf= Iim,,,^ frgndf

exists for almost all fEC(Y) and /ygc2/=9l(0, ifyg2dv).

Proof. Now lim,,..,,, fygndf= zZk-x Ckfyfadf where ck=frg(j>kdv and
ckfy(pkdf='3li<J, c\/2). Furthermore, since {(f>kip)} is an orthogonal

set we see that {ckfr(f>kdf} is an independent family. Therefore, since

zZi-i ck2= fyg2dv is finite it follows that

(' gdf=zZck( (bkdf = 31 ( 0, — f g2dv).
J Y k=l       J Y \        2 J y /

The definition of fygdf for g in £2iY) follows that used in [6] to

define a generalized Stieltjes integral. Furthermore, if g satisfies the

conditions of Lemma 1 for all IES it is easily shown that fygdf

—fr gdf for almost all /£C(F). It is also true that fY gdf is essen-

tially independent of the orthonormal basis of £2iY) used in its defi-

nition as long as each element of the basis satisfies the conditions of

Lemma 1 for all IES.

5. Proof of theorem. Our proof will first be for the case that g

satisfies Lemma 1 and F is a bounded continuous functional which

vanishes if ||/]| =max„ey |/(y)| > M. Let /„ be the continuous

map of CiY) into CiY) such that /„(/") (xi, • • • , x„, xB+i, • ■ • )

=/(xi, • ■ • , x„, ctn) for all (xi, x2, ■ ■ ■) in Y and define F„(f)

= 2r(/B(/)). Let \(?n} he the sequence of w-dimensional rectangular

subsets used in Lemma 1 and by {Gw} we will mean a corresponding

sequence of linear continuous mappings of C( Y) into C( Y) such that

Gjv(f) depends only on the values of / at points in (PN. We also assume

lim^oo Gifif) —f on Yn. The construction of a sequence {Gn} is ob-

tained through use of the techniques found in [5]. Now using the

translation theorem for Lebesgue integrals on 2?(jv+d"

E{FniGNif))} =exx?{-Qi<?N,fo)}

■E{FniGNif+f0))exp{ -2Hi<S>N,fo,f)}}

where 22((Pjv, fo, f) is defined as in (4.1). Letting N approach infinity

and using Lemma 1 along with the bounded convergence theorem we

have

E{Fnif)} =exp{- £   [g2du\
(5.1) (    lES"Jl        }

■ E |f.(/ + ft) exp j- 2 £ J" gdf} | •
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Furthermore, using Lemma 2 it follows that

|/?n(/+/o)exp|-2Z f gdf\}

is a £1 fundamental sequence which converges almost everywhere to

F(f+f0)exp {—2/ygd/} and, letting w approach infinity in (5.1),

we have that (3.1) holds for F and g as given.

Now let g be in £2(Y) and {<bk(p)} be an orthonormal basis for

£2(Y) such that each d>k satisfies Lemma 1 for all IES. Let/„(p)

= fr(p) X»=ic*#* dv where ck=fY<pk gdv. Then {/„} converges to/0

in the uniform topology and by the previous case we have for all n

that

E(F(/)) = exp {- / ( E *0*) *}

• E (f (/+/„) exp | - 2 £ J C4fcrf/j |  •

Since the sequence of functionals integrated above converges almost

surely to F(/+/0)exp { —2/ygd/} and it is also £i fundamental we

have, by letting w approach infinity, that (3.1) holds for Fa bounded

continuous functional which vanishes if ||/||>A7. The extension to

arbitrary measurable F follows as usual so the proof is complete.
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